Use elevator to transfer between floors B and G in Coffman to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors B and T in Coffman to continue on the Gopher Way.
Use elevator to transfer between floors 2 and 4 in Keller Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 2 and B in Rapson Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 2 and B in Shepherd Lab to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to stay on floor 2 of Mechanical Engineering to continue on the Gopher Way.
Use elevator to transfer between floors 3 and 2 in Dwan Variety Research Ctr to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 2 and 4 in Variety Club Research Ctr to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors B and 2 in Variety Club Research Ctr to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 6 and 1 in Children's Rehabilitation Ctr to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 3 and 4 in Jackson to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 3 of Mayo and Microbial Cellular Biology to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 3 and 4 in Mayo to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 3 and 4 in Mayo to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 3 and 4 in Mayo to continue on the Gopher Way.
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Use elevator to transfer between floors 2 and LL in Graduate Hotel to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors B and 1 in McNamara to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 3 and B in Washington Ave Ramp to continue on the Gopher Way.
Use elevator to transfer between floors B and SB in Smith Hall.

Use elevator to transfer between floors B and SB in Tate Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors G and B in Morrill Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors B and 2 in Murphy Hall to continue on the Gopher Way towards Vincent Hall.

Use elevator to transfer between floors A and G in Church Street Garage to access east entrance of Northrop Auditorium.

Use elevator to transfer between floors B and SB in Tate Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors B and SB in Smith Hall.

Use elevator to transfer between floors B and SB in Morrill Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Non-ADA Accessible Connections.
Use elevator to transfer between floors B and 2 in the St. Paul Student Ctr to continue on the Gopher Way.
Use elevator to transfer between floors 1 and B in Ecology Bldg to continue on the Gopher Way.

Non-ADA Accessible Connection.

Use elevator to transfer between floors B and G in Skok Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.
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Use elevator to transfer between floors SP and AC in Mondale Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors L and 2 in Carlson to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 2 and G in Blegen to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors G and P in Willey Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 3 and 1 in Anderson Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 1 and B in Wilson Library to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 1 and B in Andersen Library to continue on the Gopher Way.

Use elevator to transfer between floors 2 and G in Ferguson Hall to continue on the Gopher Way.

Map does not show all routes signed as Gopher Way, and not all routes shown on the map have clear Gopher Way signage.